
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  CIVILITY EXPERTS WORLDWIDE AWARDS EUNICE TAN (Singapore) as “INTERNATIONAL 

AFFILIATE OF THE YEAR 2016/2017” 

 

(July 21, 2016 - Winnipeg, Manitoba:)  Civility Experts Worldwide is pleased to congratulate Eunice Tan, founder of Image 

Flair Academy of Modern Etiquette on being recognized as the 2016-2017 Civility Experts International Affiliate of the 

Year. 

Since 1999, the team at Civility Experts Worldwide has been offering social skills training for all ages at all levels from 

kindergarten to corporate. With  87  affiliates in 24 countries supporting hundreds of organizations in bringing civility 

everywhere from the workplace to the classroom, being chosen as International Affiliate of the Year is a true testament 

to Tan’s hard work and positive results. 

Helmed by Tan, Image Flair Academy of Modern Etiquette in Singapore has been experiencing tremendous growth year 

after year since Eunice first made the decision to join as a Civility Experts Worldwide Affiliate in 2009.  Civility Experts 

Worldwide CEO Lew Bayer congratulated Eunice on her accomplishments: "We couldn't be prouder to be affiliated with 

Eunice Tan and her team at Image Flair Academy. It is Eunice's commitment to civility and her consistent professionalism 

and ability to adapt to market demands that has made Image Flair Academy the leading civility, image, and etiquette 

company in Singapore.”  

Eunice herself had this to say : "I am so deeply touched that I was even nominated for the Affiliate of the Year 2016/2017, 

let alone chosen to be a winner. Knowing that I was selected out of 87 affiliates around the world to receive this award is 

an extremely special honor. Winning the Affiliate of the Year Award 2016/2017 is a remarkable feeling. This award will 

surely lend additional credibility to my credentials and is valuable recognition of my hard work and my values. I will strive 

to supporting Civility Experts Worldwide and will definitely cherish this award. Winning has reignited my passion for civility 

and I will continue to try to make a difference.”  

The future is bright!  The Image Flair Academy of Modern Etiquette’s continued growth, combined with Eunice’s 

determination, allowed her to expand the Academy recently to include an entire division focused on programs for 

children.  Lew remains excited about their future.  “We look forward to watching Eunice continue to build her company 

and are pleased to partner with Image Flair as they expand their certification programs and offerings.” 

Eunice Tan will be recognized formally at this year’s annual Civility Train the Trainer event taking place in Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia in July 2016  

 

Image Flair Academy of Modern Etiquette:  http://www.imageflair.com.sg/  

Civility Experts : http://www.civilityexperts.com/ 

Contact: 

Lew Bayer, Civility Experts Worldwide 

lew@civilityexperts.com 

204-996-4792 

 

OR 

Eunice Tan - Image Flair Academy of Modern Etiquette 

Enquiry@imagefair.com.sg 
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